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 IV. Wrap Up > 9. Integration / Application > Summaries of Field Reports 

Summaries of Field Reports 

Students are asked to collect a variety of media (notes, photographs, 

audio/video recordings, illustrations) to identify and categorize common 

themes in relation to their research problem. Students then interpret results to 

find meaning in the information they collected. 

 

How to do this online

 

Assigning a field report, or summary of field reports, can help students 

connect research to analysis (and hopefully practice later on). There are a 

number of ways students can record their field work using their smartphone. 

Then, by asking your students to turn their field reports online via a Canvas 

assignment or discussion, you can also suggest they include web links, videos, 

and photos from site research. 

 

PROS: Mobile apps make recording in the field easy, can add to content at 

any time, multimedia can be added, can be used in an ePortfolio. 

  

CONS: Difficult to include hand-written documentation. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 Google Docs 

 MS Word 

 Adobe Spark:  https://spark.adobe.com/ 

 Day One (mobile):  http://dayoneapp.com/ 

 Memento (mobile):  https://momentoapp.com/ 

 

How to do this in the classroom 

 

https://spark.adobe.com/
http://dayoneapp.com/
https://momentoapp.com/
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Assigning a field report or summary of field reports can help your students 

connect research to analysis (and hopefully practice later on). Students can 

gather field data using their smartphones or simple pencil and paper. 

Classroom time can focus on students sharing and trading in groups, 

discussing their individual findings, and comparing collection methodologies. 

These tasks, while possible to complete online, are easier to do in the 

classroom and encourage students to share their thinking process of 

collecting, summarizing, and analyzing field notes. 

PROS: Group discussion, surface collection process, hands-on, tactile, can 

include device use. 

  

CONS: Static if no other devices are used, uses class time. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 Any writing/recording device 

  


